If not Now… When?
- The “Timer” Page
To the right of to the "Loop" icon at the bottom of the page, is the "Timer"
icon.
The built in “Timer” function turns your lights “On” & “Off” at your desired
times and on the desired days.
You can set multiple timers. (One for the weekend and one for the weekdays
for example).
“Week” actually means “Days of the Week”.
They’re numbered “1” for Monday to “7” for Sunday.
“Time” is the on and off time for the lights
(this system uses a 24-hour clock)
“Event” is the Mode, Loop or Scene that is displayed when the timer is
activated. (displayed in the Grey for each timer)
To edit the “Week” & “Time” settings for each timer just click the screen
above the Grey “Event” Bar.
Now just choose your “Strat Time” and “End Time” and the days of the
week that you want the timer to be active.
(Note: active days of the week are displayed in “Blue” and inactive days of the week are
displayed in “Grey”.)

Then press Okay to return to the “Timer” page.
To edit the “Event” settings for each timer just click the Grey “Event” Bar.
Now just choose your “Mode”, “Loop” or “Scene” that is to be displayed
when the timer is activated.
Then press Okay to return to the “Timer” page.

If not Now… When?
- The “Timer” Page
And finally... How do you turn this “Timer” thing on?
On the top right corner of each “Timer” is an “Active” button that must be
switched to “Green” for the Timer to work.
IMPORTANT: In order for the Timer you’ve setup to actually work, you have
to push the “Run” button at the bottom of the Timer page. (It looks like a “Play”
button on your old cassette player.)

Once you hit that “Run” button the timer is in charge of turning your lights on
and off. BUT, if you do anything else in the app it will assume you're playing
around & it won't Run the Timer.
Pressing that “Run” button is the last thing I do before closing the App.

